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ABSTRACT
In MoVe IT! Task 6.6 was investigated if existing inland vessels can be adapted
to the potential market of CO2-transport.
Assessment of a candidate solution leads to the conclusion, that transport of
liquefied CO2 in independent tanks can be considered as technically feasible in
general and is applicable to existing inland vessels.

A business case study showed however that IWW transport of CO2 is
economically not feasible, even if a rather large ship type (110m Rhine vessel) is
considered: The transport costs for the shipment of liquefied CO2 over a
distance of 600 km are approximately three times as high as the current prices
of futures (2013 and 2020) on Carbon Credits (CERs). Secondly, additional costs
incur if liquefaction and offshore transport to a storage field with sea-going
ships are considered. Finally, inland shipping has to compete with pipeline
transport, which has roughly 25% lower costs per tonne of CO2 transported over
the same distance.
Transport of CO2 with inland ships may become an economically feasible
alternative if the price of carbon credits rises to its introductory level or even
further increases
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1. Executive Summary
1.1. Problem Definition
Transportation of CO2 is considered as a potential market for inland shipping,
for which so far no suitable capacity exists, nor specific rules are in place.

For the amounts of CO2 that would result if Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
are applied to large power plants, ships and transport systems need to be
developed.

In MoVe IT! adaptation of existing inland vessels to CO2 transport is addressed
as a candidate solution. New technical requirements then arise with respect to
safe transport and efficiently storing CO2. Furthermore logistical issues emerge
around door-to-door transport of CO2. Finally, the envisaged transport solution
has to be economically feasible.

1.2. Technical Approach
The aim of task 6.6 is to investigate in how far existing vessels can be adapted
to new markets, in this case to transport CO2. Technical solutions to safely
transport CO2 exist, however, they are not yet applied to inland vessels. The
feasibility of adjusting existing inland vessels to CO2 transport is therefore
assessed in technical and economic sense.
A three step research approach is followed to investigate the feasibility and
practicality of adaptation to CO2 transport as retrofit options for existing

vessels:

1. Market analysis to identify the potential markets for CO2 transport,
relevant transport relations and its place in a multi-modal transport
chain;

2. Investigation of technical and logistical requirements regarding CO2
storage on board of and transport with inland ships;
3. Economic feasibility study comprising a cost break-down for CCS, cost

estimation for CO2 transport with adapted inland ships and a comparison
with the price development of Certified Emission Reduction units (CERs).
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1.3. Results and Achievements
Transport of CO2 in the context of CCS has been identified as a potential market

for inland shipping. Technologies to safely and effectively store and transport
CO2 with inland ships are available.

In the context of MoVe IT!, looking at retrofit options for existing ships, an

approach comprising transport of liquefied CO2 in independent pressure tanks
has been analysed and considered as technically feasible in general sense.

The economic feasibility of this solution has been assessed by means of a cost
calculation for an adapted 110m Large Rhine Vessel sailing on a 1200 km
roundtrip between a power plant and a seaport. This choice depends on the
assumption that presumably a minimum payload is necessary to approve a
transport solution as feasible. If the assessed solution isn’t feasible, transport
with smaller vessels also proves to be not efficient. Relatively high investment
costs together with lower payload would increase the total transport costs per
unit [€/t] of smaller vessels (e.g. Johan Welker type) by 50% compared to the
Large Rhine Vessel.
The 110m Large Rhine vessel, with an estimated investment of 4.5 million € for
tank equipment and conversion, would result in average transport costs of
approx. 20 € per tonne CO2. The case was found to be economically not
feasible as the transport costs for IWT already exceed the current (Apr. 2013)
price of CO2 certificates. Moreover, the considered transport costs only cover
the transport of CO2 from a power plant to a sea port with inland ships.

Additional costs for CCS like CO2 capturing, liquefaction, buffer storage,

offshore transport and disposal further reduce the economic feasibility of CO2
transport by inland vessels in general.

1.4. Contribution to MoVe IT! Objectives
The aim of WP6 was to assess how inland ships can be adapted to changing
conditions or new markets, and task 6.6 focuses on CO2 transport. Technical

solutions are identified in this task and considered as feasible. However, CO2
transport with inland ships is to be considered as economically unfeasible, as

the price of CO2 certificates has developed to a level that is much lower than the
transport costs.
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1.5. Exploitation and Implementation
In this task, an assessment is made particularly for adaptation to CO2 transport

for one selected vessel type: a 110m Large Rhine Vessel. The results can be
used directly for existing ships of the same characteristics. For smaller units
(e.g. L < 86m) generally yields, that the transport costs per unit cargo are
higher, which results in an even lower economic feasibility.
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2. Introduction
2.1. Background
In the MoVe IT! project, measures to modernise existing vessels are
investigated,

with

the

aim

to

raise

their

economic

or

environmental

performance, and to contribute to an improved competitive performance
compared to other modes of transport.
Whereas other Work Packages of MoVe IT! investigate technical options to
retrofit existing inland waterway vessels with the aim to continue serving their
current markets, WP6 looks at modifications aiming to allow the existing vessels
to serve new markets. In this context, task 6.6 addresses adaptations required
to serve CO2 transport.

2.2. Aim of the Task
The aim of task 6.6 is to investigate if existing vessels can be modified into
CO2-tankers.
An approach, comprising transport of liquefied CO2 in independent pressure
tanks, is analysed and assessed with regards to its technical and economic
feasibility. This is worked out in a business case for a 110m Large Rhine Vessel
sailing on a 1200 km roundtrip between a power plant and a sea port.

2.3. Structure of the Report
In chapter 3, an elaboration of the envisaged problem is presented. Use is made
of the findings from previous studies on this matter.

In chapter 4, the potential market for CO2 transport is analysed, as well as
relevant transport relations that could be served by inland shipping.

Chapter 5 deals with technical and logistical requirements regarding CO2
transport and storage on board of inland ships.

A solution is proposed to adapt existing inland vessels to the requirements
regarding CO2 transport. The solution, which is considered as technically
feasible, is accordingly assessed on its economic feasibility in chapter 6.

The economic feasibility study comprises cost estimations for CO2 transport
with adapted inland ships; a cost break-down for CCS and a cost comparison
with the current market price of Certified Emission Reduction units (CERs).

The report closes with overall findings and recommendations in chapter 7.
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3. Problem Analysis
3.1. Introduction
The development of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) in Europe and, as a

consequence, the demand for CO2 transport is largely driven by the EU ETS

system: the Emission Trading Scheme. Industry sectors that have a high energy
consumption or high amounts of CO2 emissions are required to deliver

certificates for every tonne of CO2 emitted in a particular year. The amount of

certificates given to a company is reduced over time, incentivising the company
to reduce its CO2 emissions. Certificates can be traded so that investment in
CO2 emission reduction has a benefit, and companies short of certificates can
purchase additional ones from parties having excess certificates. Through this
process a market price of certificates is achieved, which gives companies a
reference to decide for investing in emission reduction technology vis-à-vis
selling or purchasing CO2 emission rights.
One of the means to reduce emissions is Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS).
The CO2 produced by power plants, large steel mills as well as other energy
intensive industries (covered under the EU ETS regime) can be captured,
compressed and then transported and injected into a storage field, say an
empty oil field, to reduce the net emission of greenhouse gases.
In the FP-7 project CO2Europipe it was indicated that within Germany and the
Netherlands there is a large potential for CO2 transport, particularly for inland

CO2 barging between energy consuming industries and German and Dutch
seaports [CO2Europipe, 2011]. Sea ports are then transhipment points for
onward transport to offshore empty oil fields where the CO2 can be stored. This
is driven e.g. by the fact that ample throughput capacity exists on the
considered waterways, and a number of large CO2 emitters are located near
these waterways. Inland shipping could be advantageous as it is capable to

circumvent the complexities and lengthy permit application procedures for
pipeline transportation.

3.2. Problem Definition
The transportation of CO2 is a new market segment for shipping in general, and
in particular for inland shipping for which so far no suitable capacity exists, nor

specific rules. So far there are only a few examples for the transport of CO2 with
a ship, e.g. the coaster MV “Coral Carbonic” with a net capacity of 547 tonne
9/42
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As a consequence the advantage of reducing emission is very limited as often

investments into emission reduction are costlier than simply purchasing
additional certificates. With regard to CCS, and the associated CO2 transport
technology, transport chain operating costs are an important factor.

3.5. Research Approach
A three step research approach is followed to investigate the feasibility and

practicality of adaptation to CO2 transport as retrofit options for existing

vessels:

1. Market analysis to identify the potential market of CO2 transport, relevant
transport relations and the place of inland waterways transport in a
multi-modal transport chain;
2. Investigation of technical and logistical requirements regarding CO2
transport by inland ships;
3. Economic feasibility study comprising a cost break-down for the CCS
logistics chain, a cost estimation of CO2 transport using adapted inland
ships and a comparison with the price development of Certified Emission
Reduction units (CERs).
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4. Market Analysis CO2 Transport
4.1. Description of Potential Markets for CO2 Transport
Two main markets can be distinguished for CO2 transport. The first market is
the transport of CO2 from a production site to a storage field (the so called

Carbon Capture and Storage; CCS). The second market is the use of CO2 in
industrial processes.

4.1.1. Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
The largest potential market is the CCS market. It must be noted that currently
this market is rather small, but its potential is being investigated and pilots are
being prepared, with a view on climate change policies (reduce CO2 emissions)
in general, and carbon trading market development in particular (the EU ETS
system already in place for a number of energy intensive sectors).
The CO2 produced by large steel mills, other energy intensive industries
(covered under the EU ETS regime) as well as coal power plants (also covered
under EU ETS) can be captured, compressed and then transported to a storage
field. This storage field can be located onshore or offshore. Typically empty oil
fields and gas fields can be used to store CO2; these fields used are located
deep under the ground and after filling can be closed permanently.
It is understood that 90% of all CO2 produced by coal power plants can be

captured, transported and stored. Three techniques exist to capture CO2. The
first method is pre-combustion capture in which the CO2 is partially combusted.
End products are hydrogen and still some CO2. Main by-product of this

technology is water vapour. The second method is post-combustion in which
the CO2 is captured after combusting the fossil fuels. CO2 can be captured from
exhaust gases and other large emitting points. The technique is applicable to
both new and existing power plants. Main challenge is to apply the technique at

a wider scale than is currently done. The third method is Oxy-firing capture
which involves burning fuel in pure oxygen instead of air. The exhaust gas
obtained consists of water and CO2 and is ready to be dried and compressed1.

1

http://www.co2captureproject.org/co2_capture.html
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After capturing, the CO2 can then be transport (described in more detail in the
following paragraphs) and stored. To store the CO2 in empty oil or gas fields,

the CO2 is injected under high pressure in these storage rooms. The rooms
were able to store oil and gas for millions of years and are therefore considered

able to store CO2 gas as well. The fields absorb the CO2 and trap it.

Impermeable cap rock acts as a final seal to ensure safe CO2 storage for
millions of years.
In the FP7 project “CO2Europipe” the potential European CO2 market is
estimated for the years 2020, 2030 and 2050. The overall volumes of captured
CO2 are estimated to be 45 Mt / year in 2020, 358 Mt / year in 2030 and 1,222
MT / year in 2050. Most of these emissions will be stored somewhere instead of
used in other sectors, like the food-processing industry. Main driver for the
increase in carbon dioxide capture over this period are the CO2 goals set forth
in the Kyoto Treaty and other climate change policies which aim to reduce CO2
emissions and are assumed to become more stringent over time.

4.1.2. Use of CO2 in Industrial Processes
A second market is the transport of CO2 which is used in industrial processes,
i.e. from producers (same as above) to industries consuming CO2. Three
industrial processes can be distinguished in which CO2 is often used:
1. The food processing industry: e.g. for producing soft drinks and beer.

2. In green houses: CO2 is used in greenhouses to stimulate the growth of
crops (Plants grow stronger and will be of higher quality once clean CO2 is

used to nourish them and high CO2 concentrations are offered).

3. For enhanced oil recovery: By pumping CO2 into oil fields still in use, the
pressure in these fields can be raised and more oil can be extracted (30

to 60% can then be extracted) than by using procedures without CO2
(when only about 20-40% can be extracted).
Although CO2 can be used in many industrial processes, it is unlikely that the
transport of CO2 for this purpose is likely to grow extensively during the

coming years, as the volumes of production of these sectors will not increase
much and as already through regional channels these sectors are provided with
CO2 (example: CO2 from refineries in the Port of Rotterdam is transferred to

greenhouses in the nearby Westland by pipeline).
13/42
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The largest potential for CO2 transport will therefore relate to the storage of
CO2 both in offshore oil fields.

4.2. Transport Relations for CO2
In the CO2Europipe project, multiple transport scenarios were investigated for
CO2 inland barging in combination with CCS. These scenarios based on

transport relations between the four largest CO2 source clusters in North West

Europe and the seaports Rotterdam; IJmuiden; Wilhelmshaven and Brunsbüttel

which were envisaged as CO2 hubs. The resulting transport relations are shown
in Figure 2.
Figure 2 - CO2 source clusters and transport relations for inland barging

Source: CO2Europipe (2011)

Coal burning power plants are indicated as large CO2 sources [PRTR 2010],
which are prevalently built along rivers or canals because of their cooling needs
as well as for logistic reasons (coal supply). Table 1 gives an overview of large

coal burning power plants that are connected to the inland waterway network.
As in MoVe IT! retrofit options for existing ships are subject, the daily CO2
14/42
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production of these power plants are expressed in cargo capacity of typical
inland vessels.
Table 1:

Overview of IW connected, large coal burning power plants

Origin:

Annual CO2

Power plant

production

River or Canal

Typical

Cargo

Daily

ship size

capacity

production

[x1,000t]

Destination:

[t]

[ship units]

Mannheim

6,510

Rhine

110 x 11.4m

2,500

7

Rotterdam

Voerde/Wesel

6,240

Rhine

110 x 11.4m

2,500

7

Rotterdam

Grosskrotzenburg

4,480

Main

110 x 11.4m

2,500

5

Rotterdam

Perterhagen

3,870

Weser

85 x 11.4m

1,750

7

Bremerhaven

Heilbronn

3,240

Neckar

90 x 11.4m

1,750

4

Rotterdam

Bergkamen

3,020

DHK

110 x 11.4m

2,500

3

Rotterdam

Herne

2,480

RHK

110 x 11.4m

2,500

3

Rotterdam

Altbach

2,220

Neckar

90 x 11.4m

1,750

3

Rotterdam

Karlsruhe

2,170

Rhine

110 x 11.4m

2,500

2

Rotterdam

Veltheim

1,740

Weser

85 x 11.4m

1,750

3

Bremerhaven

Source: Own work, based on data of [PRTR 2010]
The daily CO2 production of the investigated power plants corresponds to a
cargo capacity need of 2 to 7 inland vessels for each plant. The number of
vessels that is needed to transport the annual CO2 production depends amongst
others on the voyage length, sailing speed of the vessels and cargo handling
times.
A rough estimate of the potential market can be made if four days are assumed

for a complete roundtrip including cargo handling. As the daily production
corresponds to a cargo capacity need of 2 vessels and a roundtrip takes 4 days,

at least a fleet of 2x4 = 8 vessels is needed per individual power plant.
Considering all ten mentioned power plants, a market potential of approx. 175
inland vessels would exist.
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4.3. Conclusions on Market Analysis CO2 Transport
It can be concluded that:
•

CO2 transport in the context of Carbon Capture and Storage is a small
market at the moment, but could have a large growth potential in the

next decades, based on emission reduction targets in place and
assuming CCS is the preferred option chosen.
•

Within Germany and the Netherlands there is a large potential for inland

CO2 barging as CO2 source clusters are located along the River Rhine or

along waterways that connect to German sea ports, which are envisaged
as CO2 hubs;
•

The annual CO2 production of a typical large coal-fired power plant is
estimated at 2 to 6.5 million tons. Based on the typical cargo capacity of
a CO2 carrying ship, 8 to 28 inland vessels would be needed for each
power plant to serve its annual transport need. Considering the 10
largest IW network connected power plants, a market potential of
approx. 175 inland vessels would exist.
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5. Technical and Logistical Requirements
5.1. States of Aggregation for CO2
CO2 can be transported in three different states: gas, liquid and solid. The state
chosen will influence the mode of transport used.
Gaseous state

Bulk cargo as gas is voluminous and therefore is often transported by onshore

and offshore pipelines. To reduce the volume of the gas and make it better
transportable, the gas has to be compressed before it enters the pipeline. This
compression brings additional costs in addition to the transport itself.
Currently compressed gas is only transported by pipeline and not by any other
mode of transport. The compressed gas is still too voluminous to be
transported cost effectively by any other mode of transport than pipeline. To
enable the transport of gas in ships (and other modes) the volume can be
further reduced through liquefaction.
Liquefied gas
The transport of liquefied gases in ships is already common practise. For many
decades gases like LPG and LNG are transported by ships all over the world. The
existing technology and experiences with these gases can be transferred to the
transportation of liquid CO2.
Also CO2 transport by vessels, mainly maritime vessels, is already common
practise. An advantage of ship transport compared to pipeline transport is the

high flexibility of vessels. In the CCS market the CO2 is transported from a
production site to an empty oil or gas field. Once the field is full, the field is

closed and the transport of CO2 will be moved to another empty field. As
pipelines usually are connected to only one field, they become idle once that

field is full. It is very costly and technically complicated to relocate the pipelines
to another field. It should also be noted that the pipelines already in place
might have a reduced quality as they might have been idle already for many

years. Vessels can be re-used and switch between fields. Besides the higher
flexibility of vessels, the use of vessels rather than pipelines is considered more
economically viable once the distance travelled between the site and the field is

larger than 1,000 – 1,500 kilometres which would imply high costs of
constructing (dedicated) pipelines. Note that these figures hold for sea going

vessels. Transport of CO2 by IWT vessels is not common until date and hardly
happens.
17/42
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Solidified gas

The third and last state, in which CO2 can be transported, is through

solidification. The volume is further reduced than the liquefied state and much

more CO2 could be transported at once. However the solidification of the gas is

a very energy intensive and costly procedure and therefore is an inferior option
both from a cost and energy perspective, compared to the other two options.
This state is hardly used and therefore it will not further be explored.

5.2. Multi-modal
Storage

Transport

Chain

of

Carbon

Capture

and

Figure 3 shows the CCS transport chain and the different possibilities of multimodal transport. The chain starts at the power plant (or alternative CO2
producing entity). The CO2 can have two destinations: the industrial processing
industry or storage. If the destination is the industrial processing, it is very
likely that the CO2 will be transported by truck.
To transport large quantities of CO2, trucks and trains are not considered as
favourable options as due to their relatively small carrying capacity the costs of
CO2 transportation by these modes are considerable2. Several sources indicate
that the role of truck and train will remain insignificant for CO2 bulk transport
(e.g. Global CCS Institute; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change).
According to their analyses, trucks may be used for the transport of small
quantities on short distances at best.

If the destination is a storage field, then pipeline transport; shipping or a
combination of both (bi/multi-modal transport) remain.

However, the aggregation state chosen at the beginning of the transport chain

(pressurised gas versus liquefied state) mainly determines the preferred
transport mode throughout the complete chain, as explained in the following
section.

2

During the design phase for the Canyon Reef project in the USA, several transport options

were evaluated extensively. The evaluation showed that the use of trucks and / or trains was
more than twice as expensive as the usage of pipeline transport.
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Figure 3 – Overview of
o the CCS trransport chain

Source
e: Ecorys (2013)
(

5.2.1. Disadva
antage of Multi-m
modal Tra
ansport
A multti-modal option is theoretically possible: e.g. CO
C 2 is tra
ansported from the
e
power plant to the seaport by pip
peline and then transferred onto a sea-going
s
g
nsport option is ho
owever not often us
sed in pra
actise, as the
t highly
y
vessel.. This tran
pressu
urized gas
s transpo
orted by pipeline
p
has
h
to be
e relieved (in the port)
p
to a
lower pressure and then liquefied in order to
t be load
ded onto a ship. Th
his double
e
treatm
ment is energy cons
suming, so
s cost increasing, and there
efore economically
y
not atttractive. The
T same yields forr a transpo
ort chain starting w
with inland barging
g
ed into an offsh
(so: liiquefied CO2) and
d then transhipp
t
hore pipe
eline (so::
pressu
urized gas
s). Also in
n this case
e the aggrregation state
s
has to be cha
anged and
d
the op
ption is the
erefore ec
conomically not atttractive.

As multi-moda
al transp
ports are econom
mically no
ot attracttive, sing
gle-modal
transport chains remain if CCS is
s considered: pipelines or s
shipping solutions,,
where we assu
ume that a combination off inland shipping to a sea
aport and
d
transhipment on
nto a seag
going vessel does not
n requirre a chang
ge of state
e.

5.2.2. Single-m
modal Trransport of CO2
As me
entioned above,
a
CO
O2 is prefferably transported
d in one aggregation state,,
resulting in two
o single-m
modal tran
nsport cha
ains: pipelines or sh
hipping so
olutions.
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Issue to mention here is that these transport solutions
s are po
ossibly in
n

compe
etition witth each other
o
if th
he same corridors
c
are considered an
nd if both
h
pipelin
ne and wa
aterway infrastructu
ure is in place.
p

Pipelin
ne Transpo
port

As me
entioned above
a
CO
O2 in the state
s
of gas
g
is ofte
en transp
ported by pipelines
s

due to
o its volum
me. Pipelin
ne transpo
ort will start with the onshore pipelin
ne branch..
Econom
mically most
m
viable
e is the use
u of a hub
h
and spoke netw
work. The
e pipeline
e
origina
ating from
m the pow
wer plantt is conne
ected to a main pipeline which runs
s
betwee
en inland industry
y centres and the nearest seaport. In
n the sea
a port the
e
onshore pipeline is connected with offshore
e pipeline
es and this offshore
e pipeline
e
is conn
nected witth the offfshore sto
orage field
d, as show
wn in Figure 4.
Figure 4 - Transport chain Pipelin
ne

Source
e: DST/Eco
orys (2013)

Shippiing

To tran
nsport CO
O2 by othe
er modes,, like ship
ps, trucks or trains, the volum
me has to
o
be red
duced wh
hich mosttly is done through liqueffaction, w
which red
duces the
e
volume
e by a fac
ctor 85 (1m
m3 liquefiied gas eq
quals 85 m3 gaseou
us CO2).

If the shipping option is chosen the CO2 is
s – after being
b
liquefied - lo
oaded onboard a barge and
a
then transportted to the
e seaport. Main co
ondition is
s that the
e

power plant is
s closely located near a waterway
y; otherw
wise an additiona
a
l
transport mode has to be interpos
sed, resulting in hiigher tran
nsport cos
sts due to
o
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transhipment. Once
O
the barge
b
reac
ches the seaport
s
th
he CO2 ha
as to be trransferred
d

from the
t
barge
e to a se
eagoing vessel
v
tha
at will shiip the CO
O2 to the offshore
e
storage field, as
s shown in
n Figure 5.
5
Figure 5 - Transport chain Shippiing

Source
e: DST/Eco
orys (2013)
The op
peration cycle
c
of CO
C 2 transport using ships is
s more co
omplex th
han using
g
pipelin
ne transpo
ort. The cy
ycle for sh
hipping co
onsists off four pha
ases:
Phase 1: Loading
g the loading pha
ase the sh
hip needs
s to be pressurize
p
ed and filled
f
with
h
During

gaseou
us CO2 before
b
the
e liquid gas
g
can be
b loaded
d. This p
procedure prevents
s
contam
mination by
b humid air and fo
ormation of dry ice.
Phase 2: Transp
port to site
e
Due to
o heat transfer the CO2 will be boiled. Some CO2 will be
e released
d togetherr
with the exhau
ust gas off the ship
p engines
s. During short triips this process
p
is
s

a
this
s on long
ger trips, a refrigeration un
nit can be
e
unlikely to happen. To avoid

used to capture and re-liquefy
r
y the CO2. This however
h
raises th
he overall
transport costs..
Phase 3: Unload
ding
During
g the unlloading phase
p
dry
y gaseous
s CO2 will fill the
e space previously
p
y
occupiied by the
e liquid gas. This CO
C 2 used can be re
eused and
d re-lique
efied once
e
the tan
nk is refillled.
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Phase 4: Return Journey and maintenance

Often the ship will return empty. Ballast water is then needed to stabilize the

vessel. During any dock works the tank should be filled with CO2 purged with
air to ensure safe working. Once the vessel leaves dry dock the tanks should be
fully dried, purged and filled with CO2 gas to ensure safe proceedings.

5.3. Effective Transport in Liquid Phase
Analogous to LPG and LNG, CO2 must be liquefied for transport by ship,

because otherwise the transport capacity would be too low. The following phase
diagram shows the different states (gaseous, liquid or solid) of CO2 in
respective conditions.
Carbon dioxide has no liquid state at pressures below 5.2 bar. At these
pressures the gas deposits directly to a solid (dry ice) at temperatures below 78.5°C and the solid sublimes directly into a gas above that temperature.
Liquid carbon dioxide forms at pressures above the triple point (5.18 bar at 56.6°C, see figure below), however at temperatures lower than 31°, which
correspond to the critical temperature. At that temperature a pressure of 73.8
bar is required to keep CO2 liquid. To avoid heavily constructed tanks,

operating pressures are to be between 6 and 20 bar. So a suitable transport
condition is achieved closely above the triple point: 6 bar at -46°C, as marked in
the figure. At this condition the density of the gas is between 1.0 ton/m3 and
1.2 ton/m3.
The typical loading condition of the gas is however 8 bar at -46°C. The 2 bar
pressure margin is applied to compensate the pressure loss during loading.
Vaporisation and adiabatic expansion of a small portion of gas at the initial
phase of the tank filling, provides cooling down of the cargo tanks.
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Figure 6 - Phase diag
gram of carbon dioxide.

Source
e: Wikiped
dia.org

5.4. Dangerou
D
us Goods
s and Re
egulation
ns
CO2 is
s a colourless, non
n-flamma
able, taste
e- and odourless gas. Beca
ause it is
s
heavier than aiir, it has the prop
perty to collect on the gro
ound. A particularr
danger of the gas is thatt high con
ncentrations, if not detected in time, can
c
cause
e
suffocation. This potentia
al risk is high
h
when
n CO2 is spreading in confine
ed areas.
Industrial applications however
h
h
have
show
wn that itt can be safely sttored and
d
a
te precautions are taken.
transported, if appropria

As bullk cargo the
t
follow
wing legal requirem
ments for dangerou
us goods are to be
e
met.
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At seaports (e.g. Rotterdam):
-

International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying
Liquefied Gases in Bulk (IGC-Code by IMO)
The technical requirements concerning the tank system are primarily

given by this code. This rule applies for all ships that sail in the seaport
area.

On the River Rhine:
-

RheinSchUO/ROSR (CCR-ZKR)

-

ADN 2011 und ADNR 2009

General regulations:
-

DIN EN ISO 28460 (Cargo-handling of liquefied gas)

-

DVGW G652(A) (Compendium on liquefied gas equipment)

5.5. Further Technical Requirements
To prevent gas leakage or pressure build-up, the low temperature needs to be
maintained and for that reason it is advised to equip the vessels with:
1. a redundant cooling system. Without an onboard cooling system, both steel
tank and cargo will warm up during transport, despite insulation. Depending on
the duration of the transport, tank and cargo can be heated up to ambient
conditions beyond this maximum.
2. Thermal insulation for cargo tanks to:
– Minimize heat flow
– Protect tank structure from effects of low temperature
3. Insulation material should possess following characteristics:
– Low thermal conductivity
– Ability to bear loads
– Ability to withstand mechanical damage
– Light weight

– Unaffected by cargo liquid or vapour
A cargo containment system that meets the legal requirements and is applicable
to existing inland vessels is given in the following section.
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5.6. Proposed Solution
As CO2 can only be liquefied by pressurization (as explained above), application

of independent tanks of type C is currently the only realistic containment
system for transportation [DNV, 2013].
Independent tanks of Type C are normally spherical or cylindrical pressure
vessels having a design pressure higher than 4 bar and designed and built to
conventional pressure vessel codes [CCNR, 2010].
Figure 7 – Intersection of inland gas-tanker with independent tanks of type C

Source: [CCNR, 2010]
The cylindrical tanks may be vertically or horizontally mounted. Horizontal
tanks supported by saddles should preferably be supported by two saddle
supports only. In this case, the effect of hull interaction is normally small and
may not need to be considered [DNV, 2013].
Independent Tanks (Type C) further have the following characteristics:
•

Provide required secondary barrier layer at hold

•

Pressure tank (low danger in case of leakage)

•

Are completely self-supporting

•

Are applicable to existing ships

•

Thermal insulation available

•

Enable active cooling
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5.7. Conclusion on Technical and Logistical Requirements
It can be concluded that:
•

Inland CO2 barging is to be considered as a part of a multi-modal
transport chain, involving transhipment onto a sea going vessel for
delivery at offshore Carbon Storage fields;

•

The liquid state is considered as the most practical aggregation state to
transport CO2 with inland ships;

•

Transport of liquefied CO2 in independent tanks is indicated as
technically feasible in general and applicable to existing inland vessels;

•

The following regulations yield for CO2 transport with inland ships:
o International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships
Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk (IMO IGC-Code)
o RheinSchUO/ROSR (CCR-ZKR)
o ADN 2011 und ADNR 2009
o DIN EN ISO 28460 (Cargo-handling of liquefied gas)
o DVGW G652(A) (Compendium on liquefied gas equipment)

The economic feasibility of CO2 transport with inland vessels on which
independent tanks are applied will be investigated in the following chapter.
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6. Economic Feasibility IWT
In the context of MoVe IT!, looking at retrofit possibilities for existing ships, the
cost component introduced by inland waterway transport with adapted existing
vessels is investigated in this chapter.

6.1. Methodology
The economic feasibility of CO2 transport with adapted vessels is assessed as

follows:

Cost calculations have been made for a 110m Large Rhine Vessel (CEMT Va).
The assumption is that an existing vessel of this size will be upgraded to a CO2
tanker by application of independent pressure tanks of type C, as proposed in
section 5.5.

Cost Model

The cost of inland waterway transport can be aggregated to three main
components:
•

investment and insurance costs,

•

labour costs,

•

fuel and lubrication costs.

Hereby, a distinction can be made between fixed and variable costs: Investment,
insurance and labour costs are costs components which can be addressed to
time charter, so fixed costs. Fuel and lubrication costs are cost components due
to sailing with the purpose of transporting cargo, so variable ones.

General Assumptions

For the calculation of transport costs, it is assumed that the ships sail 350 days
a year, to be used exclusively in shuttle service on a relation between power
plant and seaport. The waiting times at the port are considered to be 12 hours
for loading and offloading.

The capital costs are treated by means of a linear depreciation of the total
investment. The period of deprecation is based on the whole economic life of
the vessel and the CO2 tanks, which is defined in this study to be 12.5 years. In

addition, interest costs on capital have been accounted with 5% of the
investment. The annual repair and maintenance costs are accounted with 30 €/t
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cargo carried. The
T
insura
ance costs per year are base
ed on a fiixed component off

€ 55,0
000 per ship.
s
A ye
early fee of € 25,0
000 has been acco
ounted fo
or survey..

These are expert values, which arre estimatted in goo
od accord
dance to PLANCO
P
&
BfG (20
007), NEA
A (2011) and
a
BdB.
The labour costts are dete
ermined in accorda
ance to th
he mannin
ng crew re
egulations
s
that apply
a
to the Rh
hine (Rhe
einSchUO)), consid
dering 18
8-hour operation.
o
.

Additio
onal costts due to
o social insurance
e contributions an
nd allowa
ances are
e
include
ed3. The ship is assumed
a
to be operated by
y a shipp
ping comp
pany. The
e
option
n skipper/owner wa
as not con
nsidered.

6.2. Business
B
s Case: 110m
1
Larrge Riverr Vessel
In this business case a 11
10m Large Rhine Vessel
V
is considered
d. Main dimensions
s
of the vessel can be foun
nd in the following
f
table 2. Figure
F
8g
gives an im
mpression
n
of the tank arrangement on board of the sh
hip.

Le
ength
B
Beam
Draug
ght (max)
Paylo
oad (max)

GM
MS-110
(CEMT
T class Va
a)
110 m
11
1.40 m
3.50 m
2
2520
t

Table 2 – Main dim
mensions 11
10m Large Rhine
Vessel

Figure 8 - Impre
ession of an a
adapted inland vessel forr

CO2 transport

Sourrce: DST (201
13)

3

The ap
ppropriate information
n on the ind
dividual parrameters ba
ases on inte
erviews with
h experts as
s

well as own calculations and investigatio
ons or are taken
t
from literature ((PLANCO & BfG (2007))
nnel cost strructures).
referring to person
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Transp
port Relattion
A fictiv
ve transp
port relation with a length of 600 km has be
een assum
med. This
s
leads to
t a 1200
0 km roun
ndtrip. To
o keep in mind is that
t
cargo
o is trans
sported in
n
only one
o
directtion. In case
c
of a free-flow
wing river, the sh
hip sails loaded in
n
downs
stream dirrection and in balla
asted cond
dition ups
stream.
Figure 9 - Transport chain for IW
WW

Source
e: DST/Eco
orys (2013)

Analyssis Resultss

The re
esults forr a 110m
m inland ship
s
that is conve
erted to a CO2 tan
nker with
h
indepe
endent tan
nks are giiven in Ta
able 3.
Table 3:

Estimate
ed transporrt costs per tonne CO
O2 for a CEMT
C
Va cla
ass vessel on a 1200
0
km roun
ndtrip
B
Base
case

Higher in
nvestment cos
st

Residual value
v
ship

€ 1,500,0
000

€ 1,500,0
000

Tank equip
pment

€ 3,000,0
000

€ 3,600,0
000

Conversion
n costs

€1,500,0
000

€ 1,800,0
000

Total invesstment

€ 6,000,0
000

€ 6,900,0
000

Depreciatio
on per year

8% (lifetime of 12.5 yrs)
y

Other operrating costs

X

Annually trransported

Y

volume
Costs perr tonne CO2

€ 19
9.04

€ 20..20

Costs per tonne include operational variab
ble costs and fixed
d costs divided
d
by
y
ansported
d amountt over the depreciation tim
me. The rresulting transportt
the tra
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costs for a distance of 600 km (using the costs model presented above) are
approximately 20 EUR/tonne CO2.

For smaller units (e.g. < 86m), the transport costs per unit are expected to be
higher as their cargo capacity is lower and the investment in tank equipment
and conversion are relatively larger than for larger ship types.

6.3. Additional Costs for CCS
The above calculated transport costs only cover transport from the power plant
to the CO2 transhipment hub at the seaport with inland ships. Additional costs
that accrue are to be accounted for. The following cost components are to be
considered at the beginning of the transport chain:
•

CO2 capturing and gas treatment at the power plant

•

Liquefaction and buffer storage at the inland port

•

Loading onto inland vessel

Further costs component accrue at the end of the transport chain:
•

Port dues at the sea port

•

Transhipment to buffer storage or to sea-going vessel

•

Offshore transport with sea-going vessels

•

Disposal at depleted oil field.

In the 2011 study of ZEP cost estimations for CO2 transport by ships were

made. Although the cost estimates focused on maritime transport rather than
inland waterway transport, they can give an indication of the relevant costs of
seaborne CO2 transport and its structure. In the said study it was assumed that
maritime transport ships have a carrying capacity between 10,000 and 40,000

m3. Further it was indicated that the investment costs of a CO2 ship are

probably higher than investment costs for LNG and LPG vessels. It should be
noted that these estimates are based on newly constructed CO2 vessels rather
than retrofitted ships as is the focus of MoVe IT!.

Table 4 and Table 5 give cost estimates for CCS demonstration projects in
which ships are applied for the transport of CO2 to offshore disposal fields. The
costs include amongst others costs due to liquefaction of CO2.
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Table 4:

Cost estimates (€/t CO2) for commercial natural gas-fired power plants with CCS or coal-

based CCS demonstration projects with a transported volume of 2.5 million t/pa

Length of network
(in km)
Ship
Liquefaction (for
ship transport)
Total

180

500

750

1500

8.2

9.5

10.6

14.5

5.3

5.3

5.3

5.3

13.5

14.8

15.9

19.8

Source: The costs of CO2 Capture, Transport and Storage, ZEP (2011)

Cost estimates for large-scale networks of 20 million t/pa (€/ t CO2)

Table 5:

Length of network
(in km)
Ship (including
liquefaction)

180

500

750

1500

11.1

12.2

13.2

16.1

Source: The costs of CO2 Capture, Transport and Storage, ZEP (2011)

Two conclusions can be derived from the tables:
•

The costs of transportation increase less than proportionally to distance,
which is different from the pipeline transport concept, indicating shipping
provides a competitive advantage over longer distances. However CO2
transport by vessel has higher step-in costs and liquefaction always
needs to take place, keeping the total transport costs higher than for
pipelines up to distances of 1500 km.

•

Also ship transport benefits of scale. The more CO2 is transported per
year the lower the unit costs will be.

Analysis Results

Depending on the transport distance and the transported volume, the transport
costs for offshore transport of CO2 with ships (incl. liquefaction) amount to
approx. 11 EUR per tonne (for large volumes over relatively short distances) up
to 20 EUR per tonne CO2 (for relatively small quantities over a large distance).
If the costs for inland transport over a distance of 600 km (or a roundtrip of

1200 km) are considered, the total transport costs (incl. liquefaction) are
estimated at 30 to 40 EUR per tonne CO2.
In the following section the feasibility of CO2 transport with inland ships is
assessed by comparing the accrued transport costs with the current price of
CO2 certificates.
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6.4. Comparis
C
son with Certified
d Emissiion Redu
uction Un
nits
The transport costs
c
for CO
C 2 with inland sh
hips for th
he investigated relation and
d
ship ty
ype amount to approximatelly 20 € pe
er ton. Fig
gure 10 sh
hows the cost level

of inla
and CO2 trransport in relation
n to the price
p
deve
elopment of CO2 ce
ertificates
s
(CERs) and futures (for 20
013 and 2020)
2
ove
er time.

The cu
urrent pric
ces (April 2013) off futures on
o CERs are
a approx
ximately 7 EUR perr
ton.

c
the transp
port costs with the prices forr CERs, it is obvious that the
e
If we compare
transport of CO
O2 with the
e investiga
ated 110m
m inland ship
s
from a power plant to a
seaporrt over a distance
d
o 600 km
of
m is, at the
e time, eco
onomicallly not feas
sible.
Figure 10
0 – Price dev
velopment off CO2 certifica
ates and futu
ures

Source: www
w.emissierechten.nl

If the price
p
of carbon cre
edits rises
s to its iniitial level or even further inc
creases to
o

levels above 20
0 EURO/to
on, the tra
ansport of CO2 witth inland ships may
y become
e
econom
mically feasible. Th
he real threshold must
m
be higher considering additiona
a
l
costs of
o bunkerring, lique
efying, etc
c. Investm
ments are expected if the rea
al price off
certific
cates is higher than
n 30/40 EURO/ton
E
nne over a longer p
period. In that case
e
inland shipping
g has to compete
c
w
with
pipeline transport. For that reason a costt
compa
arison is made
m
in th
he following section
n.
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6.5. Cost Comparison with Pipeline Transport
In 2011 the European Technology Platform for Zero Emission Fossil Fuel Power
Plants (ZEP) published a report containing cost estimates for CO2 capture,
transport and storage.

The following tables are taken from this report and show the pipelines
transportation costs for both onshore and offshore pipelines. The costs depend
on the volume of CO2 transported per annum (million t/p.a.).
Table 6:

Cost estimates (€/t CO2) for commercial natural gas-fired power plants with CCS or coalbased CCS demonstration projects with a transported volume of 2.5 million t/pa
Length of

180

500

750

1500

5.4

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

9.3

20.4

28.7

51.7

network
(in km)
Onshore
pipeline
Offshore
pipeline
Source: The costs of CO2 Capture, Transport and Storage, ZEP (2011)

Table 7:

Cost estimates for large-scale networks of 20 million t/pa (€/ t CO2)
Length of

180

500

750

1500

1.5

3.7

5.3

n.a.

3.4

6.0

8.2

16.3

network
(in km)
Onshore
pipeline
Offshore
pipeline
Source: The costs of CO2 Capture, Transport and Storage, ZEP (2011)

Two main conclusions can be derived from the tables:
•

The costs for CO2 transported by pipelines (both onshore and offshore)

increase almost proportionally with the transport distance.
•

Pipelines benefit from the economies of scale. The more CO2 is

transported per year the lower the transportation costs per unit will be.
Further can be derived that:
•

A transport relation consisting of a 600 km large-scale onshore pipeline

and a 750 km offshore pipeline is estimated with 13 to 15 EU per ton.
These costs are lower than for ship-based transport.
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6.6. Conclusions on Economic Feasibility
As regards the economic feasibility it can be concluded that:
•

Resulting from the applied cost model for inland ships, the transport
costs for an adapted 110m inland vessel, sailing between a power plant

and a seaport over a distance of 600 km, are approximately 20
EUR/tonne CO2.
•

The transport costs rise to approximately 30 to 40 EUR per tonne if
liquefaction and offshore transport with ships are considered.

•

Compared with the current prices of futures (2013 and 2020) on CERs it

is obvious that the transport of CO2 with inland ships is, at present,
economically not feasible (nor is pipeline transport).
•

If the price of carbon credits rises to its initial level or even further
increases, the transport of CO2 with inland ships may become
economically feasible. However, still in that case inland shipping has to
compete with pipeline transport.
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7. Overall Findings and Conclusions
7.1. Overall Findings
The transport of CO2 is considered as a potential market segment for inland
shipping, for which so far no suitable capacity exists, nor specific rules.

In previous studies it was indicated that for the quantities of CO2 that would
result if Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) are applied to large power plants,
ships and transport systems need to be developed.

In MoVe IT! adaptation of existing inland vessels to CO2 transport was
addressed as a candidate solution.
Regarding the potential market of CO2 transport it can be concluded that:
•

CO2 transport in the context of Carbon Capture and Storage is a small
market at the moment, but could have a large growth potential in the
next decades.

•

Within Germany and the Netherlands there is a large potential for inland
CO2 barging as CO2 source clusters are located along the River Rhine or
along waterways that are linked to German sea ports;

•

Indicated relevant transport relations are: from large coal-fired power
plant along the Rhine corridor to the Port of Rotterdam or German sea
ports, which are envisaged as CO2 hubs;

•

The annual CO2 production of typical large coal-fired power plants is
estimated at 2 to 6.5 million ton. Based on a typical cargo capacity, 8 to
28 inland vessels would be needed per power plant to serve its CO2

transport need on an annual basis. Considering the 10 largest IW
network connected power plants, a market potential of approximately
175 inland vessels exists.
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Technical and logistical requirements are:
•

Inland CO2 barging is to be considered as a part of a multi-modal
transport chain;

•

The liquid state is considered as most practical aggregations state to
transport CO2 with inland ships;

•

Transport of liquefied CO2 in independent tanks is indicated as
technically feasible in general and applicable to existing inland vessels;

•

The following regulations yield for CO2 transport with inland ships:

o International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships
Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk (IMO IGC-Code)
o RheinSchUO/ROSR (CCR-ZKR)
o ADN 2011 und ADNR 2009
o DIN EN ISO 28460 (Cargo-handling of liquefied gas)
o DVGW G652(A) (Compendium on liquefied gas equipment)

From the economic feasibility study it follows that:
•

Resulting from the applied cost model for inland ships, the transport
costs for an adapted 110m inland vessel, sailing between a power plant
and a seaport over distance of 600 km, are approximately 20 EUR/tonne
CO2;

•

These transport costs rise to approximately 30 to 40 EUR per tonne CO2
if liquefaction and offshore transport to a storage field with sea-going
ships are considered;

•

Compared with the current prices of futures (2013 and 2020) on CERs, it
is clear that the transport of CO2 with inland ships is, at the time,
economically not feasible.

•

If the price of carbon credits rises to its initial level or even further
increases, the transport of CO2 with inland ships may become
economically feasible. However, inland shipping has to compete with
pipeline transport, which has estimated costs of around EUR 13-15 per
tonne of CO2 transported over the same distance.
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7.2. Conclusions
The analysis of task 6.6 has shown that while the transport of CO2 by barge is
considered technically feasible, the resulting costs per tonne of CO2 arrive at
around EUR 20/ton, still excluding the transhipment, liquefaction and maritime
leg of the transport chain. When this is compared with the current market price
of CERs of around EUR 7/ton, the shipment of CO2 by barge is economically not
feasible.
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9.3. List of Abbreviations
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-

Carbon Capture and Storage

CDM

-

Clean Development Mechanism

CEMT

-

Classification of European Inland Waterways;
Conférence européenne des ministres des Transports

CER

-

Certified Emission Reduction Unit

CO2

-

Carbon dioxide

DST

-

Development Centre for Ship Technology and Transport Systems

ETS

-

Emission Trading Scheme

DHK

Datteln-Hamm Canal

EU

-

European Union

IMO

-

International Maritime Organisation

IWT

-

Inland Waterway Transport

LNG

-

Liquefied Natural Gas

LPG

-

Liquefied Petroleum Gas

RHK

-

Rhine – Herne Canal

FP7

-

Seventh Framework Program
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10. Annexes
10.1. Public summary
In MoVe IT! Task 6.6 was investigated if existing inland vessels can be adapted
to the potential market of CO2-transport.

Assessment of a candidate solution leads to the conclusion, that transport of
liquefied CO2 in independent tanks can be considered as technically feasible in
general and is applicable to existing inland vessels.
A business case study showed however that IWW transport of CO2 is
economically not feasible, even if a rather large ship type (110m Rhine vessel) is
considered: The transport costs for the shipment of liquefied CO2 over a
distance of 600 km are approximately three times as high as the current prices
of futures (2013 and 2020) on Carbon Credits (CERs). Secondly, additional costs
incur if liquefaction and offshore transport to a storage field with sea-going
ships are considered. Finally, inland shipping has to compete with pipeline
transport, which has roughly 25% lower costs per tonne of CO2 transported over
the same distance.
Transport of CO2 with inland ships may become an economically feasible
alternative if the price of carbon credits rises to its introductory level or even
further increases
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